Abstract-This article deals with the source separation problem for stereo musical mixtures using prior information about the sources (instrument names and localization). After a brief review of existing methods, we design a family of probabilistic mixture generative models combining modified positive independent subspace analysis (ISA), localization models, and segmental models (SM). We express source separation as a Bayesian estimation problem and we propose efficient resolution algorithms. The resulting separation methods rely on a variable number of cues including harmonicity, spectral envelope, azimuth, note duration, and monophony. We compare these methods on two synthetic mixtures with long reverberation. We show that they outperform methods exploiting spatial diversity only and that they are robust against approximate localization of the sources.
I. INTRODUCTION
U SER NEEDS regarding large music databases available today raise many issues, among which interactive modification of the data for applications such as karaoke, automatic soloist accompaniment, broadcast of CDs on multichannel devices, post-production of raw recordings, restoration of old recordings, and music creation by instrument sampling. Most music signals are mixtures of several sources active simultaneously (musical instruments, voices, synthetic sounds), acquired by synthetic mixing of solo source signals or by recording of real audio scenes. Thus, addressing these applications means separating the sources and remixing them accordingly.
A. Problem Definition
The mixing operation can generally be expressed as a linear filtering followed by a summation. For simplicity, we consider here time-invariant filtering only. The mixture channels are defined by , where denotes convolution, the source signals, the mixing filters, and background noises. Source separation consists in estimating the images of the sources defined by with the best possible audio quality. When prior information about the sources is available (instruments or localization), ordering of the source signals is also required.
Separation of music recordings is particularly difficult since sources generally overlap in the time-frequency plane due to long reverberation and note intervals favored by harmony rules. Moreover, sources may have close spatial locations and very similar characteristics, e.g., in a violin duo.
B. Existing Methods
Many algorithms aim at addressing this problem. They can be classified into three broad (sometimes overlapping) categories: computational auditory scene analysis (CASA), statistical spatial models, and statistical spectral models.
CASA aims at identifying perceived auditory objects (e.g., notes in the case of music recordings) and grouping them into auditory streams using psycho-acoustical cues [1] . Basic methods focus on mono recordings, characterize note objects by harmonicity, common onset, correlated modulation, and duration of sinusoidal partials, and build note streams based on pitch proximity. Hence, they can hardly segregate instruments playing in the same pitch range into different streams. Proximity of spectral centroids [2] , matching of timbre features learned on solo excerpts [3] - [5] (spectral envelope, onset duration, vibrato amplitude), and more recently location similarity [6] , [7] were proposed as supplementary cues to improve instrument segregation. Some of these cues were also shown to improve note transcription by avoiding mistaking chords formed by notes at harmonic intervals with single notes [3] , [6] . CASA has a few drawbacks though: the precedence rules between grouping cues are sometimes hard to assess, and the correlogram front-end used by most methods prevents identification of masked auditory objects and good separation of sinusoidal partials within the same critical band. Moreover, existing methods for multichannel recordings are restricted to nonreverberant mixtures.
Statistical spatial models use simple probabilistic source models to exploit channel diversity on multichannel recordings. Independent component analysis (ICA) can be applied when there are less sources than channels and estimates time-invariant demixing filters based on independence of the source waveforms. Generally, the mixture is split into frequency subbands and estimated source subbands are grouped based on location [8] , correlation of amplitudes across subbands [9] , or both [10] . Many ICA algorithms have been proposed, but their performance decreases fast when reverberation increases, since demixing filters become longer and harder to estimate. Detailed information about the sources, such as the text pronounced by the speakers in a speech mixture [11] , can help separation but is not always available. Other methods cope with a larger number of sources by supposing they are nearly disjoint in the time-frequency plane and separate them using time-frequency binary masks. Interchannel intensity difference (IID) and interchannel time difference (ITD) [12] are summarized across time-frequency points to estimate the source azimuths and then used to derive optimal masks [12] - [14] . These methods fail in time-frequency zones where several sources overlap: time-frequency points containing energy from both "left" and "right" sources are erroneously associated with "center" sources [12] , [14] , and binary masks generate "burbling" noise [13] . Also these methods are not suited to reverberant mixtures since reverberation creates virtual sources with random locations that need to be associated with the original sources.
Finally, statistical spectral models have been proposed for the separation of mono recordings. Independent subspace analysis (ISA) decomposes the mixture power spectrogram as a sum of typical spectra with time-varying weights, builds the source power spectrograms by grouping these spectra into subspaces, and computes the source waveforms by inverting their spectrograms [15] or by adaptive Wiener filtering [16] . Typical spectra are either learned on solo excerpts [16] or estimated from the mixture using ICA [15] , positive ICA [17] , or nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) [18] . Good results were reported for note transcription on solo recordings [18] , [19] and separation of percussions from other instruments [16] , [17] . However, ICA and NMF badly separate low-intensity notes [20] and produce spurious notes with short duration, and their ability to segregate nonpercussive instruments has not been studied. Hidden Markov models (HMM) solve these issues by learning accurate priors for the log-power spectra of the sources on solo data and by setting a prior on event duration. Satisfying separation results were obtained on speech mixtures with factorial combination of source models [21] . However, complex parameter sharing procedures are needed on musical mixtures to avoid overlearning [22] , since the number of hidden states for each source (i.e., the number of chords it can play) may be very large.
C. Overview of the Proposed Method
In this paper, we propose a new musical source separation method that integrates a variable number of CASA-like cues into a sound statistical framework. More precisely, we modify existing statistical spectral and spatial source models and combine them into a single multilayer Bayesian network. Then, we express source separation as a Bayesian estimation problem, using instrument-specific parameters learned on solo recordings. This method does not aim at modeling auditory sound processing, but rather at improving the results of existing statistical models by combining spectral, spatial, and temporal cues. In particular it is to our knowledge the first method able to separate mixtures with long reverberation.
In the following, we focus on AB narrow instrumental recordings, i.e., stereo mixtures of instrumental sources (non vocal) recorded with two far-field omnidirectional microphones spaced about 40 cm. However, the proposed method can cope with other stereo recording setups after minor modifications. We suppose that the number of sources, their approximate azimuths, and the names of the corresponding instruments are known. Our preliminary work on panoramic mixtures [23] (i.e., mixtures where the mixing filters are simply gains) is extended in several ways: we propose a new spatial model that is applicable to AB narrow mixtures and more robust against erroneous source localization, and we derive a new temporal model that better models note durations and takes into account monophony. Also, the performance comparison between our method and existing ones gives very different results on reverberant mixtures.
D. Structure of the Paper
The rest of the paper has the following structure. In Section II, we present a Bayesian network model of music recordings and propose several joint parametric distributions for observed and hidden variables. We design corresponding source separation algorithms in Section III and test them on synthetic mixtures in Section IV. We conclude with Section V by pointing out other applications of the proposed model.
II. MIXTURE MODELING WITH TIME-FREQUENCY SOURCE PRIORS

A. Front-End
Similarly to most of the aforementioned methods, we do not model mixture waveforms directly. Instead, we transform them in the time-frequency domain and compute three relevant observed quantities related to the amount of power, the spatial location, and the number of active sources in each time-frequency point. Let be a set of complex bandpass filters and a rectangular window of length . We split each mixture channel into subband signals defined by and then into finite support signals defined by . Let us denote the inner product between two complex signals, the energy of a signal and . the angle in of a complex number. We define the log-power spectrum by (1) where is a power threshold that prevents from dropping to by forcing whenever and are small compared to . In the following, this threshold is set to the absolute auditory masking threshold after appropriate normalization of the mixture signal. We also define the interchannel phase difference by (2) and the interchannel coherence by
Interchannel phase difference is related to ITD [14] and IID is irrelevant in AB narrow mixtures since both channels have nearly equal power spectra. When a single source is active in , is close to 1 [13] , and equals the relative phase response of the mixing filters of this source at frequency .
On the contrary, when several sources or reverberation are active in , is notably lower than 1 [13] . Due to the separation method chosen in the following, the filterbank is subject to two constraints: narrowband filters are needed in the lower frequency range to identify notes with close pitch and separate them by Wiener filtering, but a limited number of subbands is also necessary to avoid overlearning of instrument-specific note spectra. We use a set of two hundred modulated Hanning windows with center frequencies linearly spaced between 30 Hz and 11 KHz on the equivalent rectangular bandwidth (ERB) scale [12] defined by , we set the width of the filter main lobes to four times the spacing between central frequencies of adjacent filters, and we partition subbands into -ms time frames.
B. Three-Layer Generative Model
We propose to model observed quantities by a three-layer Bayesian network. The network structure is the following: On each time frame, each instrument plays a finite number of notes among possible notes on a discrete semitone pitch scale, then these notes are described more precisely with instantaneous parameters that characterize the corresponding source power spectrum, and in the end, the power spectra of all sources are linked to the observed quantities. This generative model generalizes many generative models underlying existing statistical source separation methods. Indeed, both the mixture power spectrum (as with ISA or HMM) and the interchannel phase difference (as with binary masking) are modeled, and the source power spectra are related both to continuous descriptors (as with ISA) and to discrete states (as with HMM).
The model is represented in Fig. 1 in the two-source case. We index by the musical instrument digital interface (MIDI) pitch of the possible notes that instrument can play , and we denote by the binary activity state of note at time (i.e., whether it is actually played or not). We further denote the state of source at time , its power spectrum, and the observed quantities. The three layers are termed respectively state layer, source layer, and mixture layer, and we design parametric priors for each of them in the rest of this section. Note that these priors have not been chosen arbitrarily, but that their shapes have been validated on isolated notes and on synthetic mixtures of solo excerpts (see [24] for details).
C. Source Layer
The source layer is the core of the model. Our hypothesis is that the waveforms of different notes are uncorrelated in each time-frequency point, so that the source power spectrum is equal to the sum of note power spectra. We also suppose that the spectrum of each note is stationary and that only its intensity varies. This results in the nonnegative additive model (4) where is the normalized power spectrum of note and its power at time . The note spectra account for harmonicity and instrument-dependent spectral envelope cues. The decomposition of the source power spectrum as a weighted sum allows to represent a large set of source spectra with a limited set of note spectra, avoiding complex parameter sharing procedures as with HMMs. Also, the weights carry more meaningful information than in ISA, since they are explicitly defined as note powers.
By definition, the note power is constrained to 0 when note is inactive. We suppose that the powers of active notes follow independent log-Gaussian laws. The conditional distribution of the source layer at time equals (5) where is the set of active notes for source at time , and is the Gaussian density of mean and standard deviation evaluated in .
D. Mixture Layer
The mixture layer defines the observed quantities as functions of the source power spectra and the mixing parameters. We parameterize the mixing filters by their common power response and by their relative phase responses computed from the source azimuths by the beamforming equation [14] ( 6) where is the subband central frequency, the distance between sensors, the speed of sound, and the azimuth of source . We also suppose that the background noise is due to stationary noise sources, and we describe it by its power spectrum and by the corresponding relative phase response (possibly corresponding to different azimuths in different subbands). We propose two models of the layer distribution.
1) Mono Model:
The mono model takes into account only the fit between source and mixture power spectra. We suppose that the waveforms of different sources are uncorrelated in each time-frequency-point so that sources add in the power spectral domain. The observed log-power spectrum writes (7) where is the residual error modeled as a Gaussian noise with fixed standard deviation . The conditional distribution of the mixture layer at time equals (8) Usual ISA and NMF generative models represent residual error by Gaussian noise or Poisson noise in the power domain [18] , [19] , which allots more importance to residual error in high-intensity time-frequency zones. This results in low-intensity notes being considered as absent [20] and notes of the same pitch from different instruments being badly discriminated. Indeed, note power spectral envelopes are very similar for different instruments with only the first few partials having significantly nonzero power. Representing the residual error by Gaussian noise in the log-power domain addresses these issues. Note that this is close to the modeling of log-power spectra by mixtures of Gaussians in HMM [21] .
2) Stereo Model: The stereo model extends the mono model by taking into account the interchannel phase difference, which accounts for the azimuth cue. Again, we suppose that the waveforms of different sources are uncorrelated in each time-frequency-point. After adding a residual error term to the expression in [12] , this gives (9) We suppose that the residual belongs to , and that its distribution is proportional to a Gaussian noise whose standard deviation is defined from the interchannel coherence by (10) where is the maximal standard deviation, and is a positive exponentiation factor. The conditional distribution of the mixture layer then becomes (11) Our previous work on nonreverberant panoramic mixtures modeled the residual on IID as a Gaussian noise with fixed standard deviation [23] . We found that this model was too simplistic because IID is less predictable in zones where several sources overlap. Indeed, when several sources have similar power in a given time-frequency point, a small variation of their powers may result in a large deviation of IID, whereas when a single source is prominent, IID does not depend on the power of this source. This remark also applies to interchannel phase difference. Moreover, interchannel phase difference information should be given less importance in reverberant zones since reverberation generates virtual sources with random azimuths which have to be grouped with the original sources relying on other cues than location. Equation (10) models these beliefs by allotting the residual a larger variance in zones with low interchannel coherence, which are precisely the zones containing several sources or reverberation.
E. State Layer
The state layer describes the possible values taken by the state of each source on each frame and its temporal evolution. Again, we propose two different models.
1) Factorial Model:
The simplest model, called factorial Bernoulli model or more simply factorial model, supposes that the states follow independent Bernoulli priors with same parameter . The distribution of the state layer is expressed as (12) where and are, respectively, the number of active and inactive notes for source at time . Note that independence of the states implies independence of the note powers (instead of conditional independence only), which is the usual assumption in ISA. The parameter is then an explicit sparsity factor: The higher it is, the more probable are state variables containing a low number of active notes on each time frame.
2) Segmental Model: The factorial model can be improved by adding to the sparsity prior a temporal persistence prior. In our previous work [23] , we supposed that the states of different notes or instruments were independent, and that the state series of a each note was a first-order Markov chain with two states activity/inactivity. This model favors long activity/inactivity patterns for each note, but it has two drawbacks. First, note duration is modeled by an exponential prior, which gives a large probability to very short and very long durations. The performance of the model for source separation is then only slightly better than the performance of the factorial model, since it still finds spurious notes with short duration or short silences within actual notes [23] . It is possible to concentrate note duration around a peak value and to impose a minimal duration by representing the state series of each note by a Markov chain with more than two states [22] ; however, this increases even more the probability of very long durations. Second, the hypothesis that the states of different notes are independent is unrealistic. In practice, notes from the same instrument either begin at the same time within chords or follow each other with a minimal delay within phrases. We address these two issues by building a new state layer model for monophonic instruments (i.e., instruments that cannot play chords). This so-called segmental model accounts for note duration and monophony cues using explicit duration distributions. It could also be applied to polyphonic instruments after minor modifications.
For each source , let us partition the time line into successive segments indexed by , where the start time of each segment corresponds to the attack of a new note (whose pitch is different from the pitches of active notes in the previous time frame
). The duration of this note may be greater than the duration of the segment due to reverberation, or it may be less in case the end of the segment contains silence. We model the durations of all notes and segments by independent log-Gaussian distributions with lower thresholds. The note duration prior is defined by if otherwise (13) and the segment duration prior is defined by a similar equation with parameters , and . We suppose that the source state on the first time frame follows a factorial Bernoulli prior, and that the pitch of each new note is uniformly distributed among the pitches of inactive notes in the previous time frame. The distribution of the state layer reads (14) This model generalizes segmental models of speech, where each segment contains a single phoneme [25] . Here, each segment contains not only a new note but also reverberation of the previous notes. This modeling of reverberation by temporal continuity is the main cue that allows to group it with the corresponding sources. In practice, separation errors may arise near observations boundaries and , due to the fact that notes that are active on these boundaries may still be active beyond them and, thus, have a shorter measured duration than expected. We circumvent this issue by modeling the duration of these notes with another distribution which is proportional to the cumulative distribution of . We also model the durations of the first and last segments by another distribution defined similarly.
F. Weighted Bayes Law
We gather the distributions of all layers into a single joint distribution using Bayes law. In the following, we suppose that the parameters , , , , , , , , , , and are fixed. We denote instrument-specific parameters and unknown mixing parameters, and we set uniform priors on them. Experimentally the parametric distributions defining each layer do not model observed data perfectly. For example, the residual errors on the observed quantities are generally loosely correlated between adjacent time-frequency points. Representing them as independent variables increases the importance given to the probability of the mixture layer compared to the probability of other layers. Similarly, the note powers on successive time frames are correlated and representing them as independent variables exaggerates the importance of the source layer probability. We take this into account by replacing the "naive" Bayes law by a weighted Bayes law [26] (15) where and are weights comprised between 0 and 1. Some ISA algorithms use similar weights without providing this probabilistic interpretation [16] , [17] . In the following, we use , for the mono model and for the stereo model since we believe that this better models the true distribution of the data. However, the performance of the results is exactly the same on average than the performance obtained using the "naive" Bayes law.
III. BAYESIAN SOURCE SEPARATION
A. Approximate Bayesian Source Estimation
Now that we have built probabilistic models of music mixtures, we apply these models to source separation in the following way. The Maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimator of the image of source on channel writes . Model variables may be introduced by developing as the integral of over and . Unfortunately, this integral is far from tractable. Approaching it by the largest value of the integrand, we obtain (16) where (17) From these equations, we see that source separation involves three successive steps: learning model parameters on learning data, inferring jointly source power spectra and unknown mixing parameters on a mixture, and filtering it to extract the source waveforms . These steps are described separately in the rest of this section, ending by the first one for convenience.
B. Inference Step
Estimating the source power spectra is equivalent to estimating the note states and powers. Let us suppose for a moment that the mixture state at time is fixed. If note from instrument is active at this time, then the derivative of versus its log-power equals (18) when the mono model of the mixture layer is used, where (19) is the proportion of the total power due to this note in time-frequency point . The optimal powers cannot be found analytically. We select their initial values from a few random trials, and we reestimate them iteratively using a joint approximate second-order Newton method (or fixed-point algorithm). After supposing that the cross-derivatives are nearly equal to zero and modifying slightly the double-derivatives , we obtain a stable update rule for each note with (20) This update rule performs a compromise between the power predicted from the data and the one predicted from the prior model, with the relevance of the observed power spectrum in each subband being determined by the weight . When the estimated values of the note powers imply that note from instrument is masked by other notes or by background noise in time-frequency point , then and the value of is considered irrelevant for the purpose of estimating more precisely. This means that the model naturally deals with missing data without needing explicit time-frequency masks as in CASA methods [4] , [5] . A similar update rule may be derived when the stereo model is chosen. In this case, the relevance of the observed interchannel phase difference is inversely proportional to . Generally, the mixture states are unknown, and the state space is too large to test all possible combinations. For instance, the factorial state model contains approximately mixture states on each time frame for a mixture of cello and violin whose playing ranges span 46 semitones each when the number of simultaneous notes is limited to three per instrument (this limit being often reached due to reverberation). Thus, we use heuristic criteria to reduce the size of the search space. When the factorial state model is used, mixture states are estimated using an iterative jump procedure on each time frame inspired from [19] . At first, the estimated mixture state is supposed to contain only inactive notes. Then, at each iteration, the unknown mixing parameters are updated based on the current state estimation (using Newton update rules), the value of is computed for all states containing one active note more or less than the current estimated state (using the Newton algorithm described above), and the best state is selected as the current state for the following iteration. This procedure converges when further activating or disactivating notes does not increase the value of . The optimal number of active notes is not fixed a priori. When the segmental state model is chosen, a preliminary estimation is performed using the factorial state model to estimate unknown mixing parameters and rule out very improbable states. Then mixture states are estimated using standard beam search. The algorithm hypothesizes partial state paths by scanning time frames in ascending order and ruling out unprobable paths using "acoustic pruning" and "histogram pruning" heuristics [27] . The optimal path is selected once all time frames have been observed. This technique is similar to the blackboard architecture often used in CASA [1] .
C. Extraction Step
Once the note states and powers and the mixing parameters have been estimated, the source power spectra are reconstructed using (4) and the source images are extracted by adaptive Wiener filtering of each mixture channel. The image of source on channel in time-frequency point is estimated by (21) the first term of this equation being the proportion of the total power in this point due to source . In each subband , the finite support signals are added together to form the subband signal . Finally, the source image itself is reconstructed from the subband signals using standard filterbank inversion [28] . Source images extracted by Wiener filtering sound more natural than those obtained by inverting the source power spectrograms, because their characteristics are picked with full details from the mixture instead of being only grossly predicted by the model.
D. Learning Step
Prior to separation of mixtures, model parameters have to be learned on separate mono data labeled with note states and mixing parameters. The maximum likelihood (ML) estimator of instrument-specific parameters is . This estimator involves again computing an integral over , which is intractable. The same approximation technique as above yields (22) We solve these coupled equations using an approximate expectation/maximization (EM) algorithm that reestimates and alternatively until convergence. The E step consists in estimating the note powers as described previously. The M step involves updating the note spectra by an approximate second-order Newton algorithm and replacing the parameters of the note power priors by their empirical values.
Model parameters may be learned on all kinds of labeled learning data, ranging from isolated notes to mixtures of several instruments. However, learning on isolated notes is safer because the whole pitch range and playing styles are available for each instrument, and because note spectra are fully observed instead of being possibly masked by other notes. Databases of isolated notes were used by some CASA algorithms [3] , [4] and gave better results than databases of solos in our experiments. 
IV. EVALUATION EXAMPLES
We evaluate our proposals on synthetic two-source mixtures with long reverberation. A mixture of clarinet and violin and a mixture of cello and violin were created using 10-s solo excerpts from music CDs and AB narrow impulse responses recorded at Institut de Recherche et Coordination Acoustique/Musique (IRCAM) ( -ms reverberation time). Instrument-specific parameters were learned on isolated notes from the RWC database [29] . After observing a few solo excerpts and synthetic mixtures, parameters of the state layer were fixed to , , , , and and parameters of the mixture layer to , , and . Depending on the models chosen for the mixture and state layers, four source separation methods result from our proposals. We compare their performance with two simpler methods: ICA (using the algorithm defined in [9] on 2048 subbands) and spatial masking (i.e., estimation of the unconstrained source power spectra minimizing for each followed by Wiener filtering). Other ICA algorithms resulted in a similar performance. Note that spatial masking exploits prior information about the source azimuths, whereas ICA does not. Note also that the proposed method could cope with more than two sources, contrary to ICA.
In a first experiment, the source interchannel delays were fixed to 4.92 and 1.15 samples, corresponding to approximate azimuths of and . Fig. 2 shows that the corresponding relative phase responses are close to the real unknown responses. However, large differences appear around 350 Hz, which corresponds to the fundamental frequency of the cello notes. Thus, the azimuth cue is unreliable in this frequency range. Source separation results are available for listening on http://www.elec.qmul.ac.uk/people/emmanuelv/IEEE05/ and evaluated in Table I using the median values of signal-to-distortion ratio (SDR), signal-to-interference ratio (SIR), and signal-to-artifacts ratio (SAR) [30] computed on 200-ms frames. Separation performance varies a lot depending on the method. ICA fails completely to separate both mixtures, and the estimated sources sound pretty much as the original mixtures. Spatial masking better reduces crosstalk in both mixtures; however, the separated sources contain continuous "burbling" noise at a very annoying level. The mono factorial model provides good results on the first mixture, which proves its ability to separate instruments with distinct spectral envelope characteristics. In this case, the stereo factorial model improves the separation performance only slightly. On the contrary, the mono factorial model fails to separate the second mixture and associates it nearly wholly to the violin source because cello and violin notes have similar spectral envelopes. The stereo factorial model then demonstrates its ability to exploit spatial information efficiently by providing better results on this mixture. Finally, segmental models remove most of the time-localized artifacts generated by factorial models and result in a better performance on both mixtures. On average, separation based on stereo segmental models performs about 19 dB better than ICA and 11 dB better than spatial masking according to the SDR measure.
In a second experiment, the source interchannel delays were fixed to 6 and 0 samples, corresponding to 5 azimuth error on both sources. Fig. 2 shows that the corresponding relative phase responses are now very different from the real unknown responses above 3 KHz, and, thus, the observed azimuth becomes a very unreliable cue in the upper frequency range. Despite this, the performance of the proposed algorithms varied about 1 dB only. Observation of the data shows that this is because the interchannel coherence as defined in (3) naturally takes small values in the upper frequency range of reverberant mixtures, even in time-frequency zones containing energy from a single source, so that the stereo models give a smaller weight to spatial information in this range. This robustness toward erroneous source azimuths suggests that the proposed model would also perform well on real mixtures involving small source movements.
V. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
In this paper, we proposed a family of source separation methods for stereo mixtures of instrumental sources based on multilayer Bayesian network models of short-term power spectrum and interchannel phase difference. We defined new models for each layer and designed corresponding algorithms that exploit instrument-specific parameters learned on isolated notes and approximate source azimuths given a priori. These algorithms may be seen as generalizing some existing statistical source separation algorithms in order to take into account a larger number of CASA-like cues. To our knowledge, they are the first algorithms able to provide a satisfying separation performance on mixtures with long reverberation.
The main advantage of our approach lies in the generality of the Bayesian network formalism. The proposed models may be improved by modifying only some parts of the layer models and the estimation algorithms depending on the kind of mixture and on the wanted tradeoff between performance and computational tractability. For example, the mixture layer could be modified to cope with other kinds of stereo recording setups, and the other layers could be complexified to represent tempo and rhythm, chord probabilities, note attack and release, and temporal continuity of the note intensities.
The most straightforward application of this work concerns the extraction of particular sounds from music databases, where the number, names, and approximate azimuths of the instruments in each mixture are available as metadata. However, the algorithms proposed for source separation may also be applied to polyphonic transcription, since they estimate note states and intensities in their first stage. Moreover, the models could be used to estimate automatically the needed metadata. We already obtained satisfying preliminary results for Bayesian instrument identification in solo and duo recordings using the mono factorial model [31] . However, we suppose that the stereo model could perform even better. Also, the histogram estimation method for source azimuths proposed in [12] failed on the test mixtures of this article (even after removing nonrelevant interchannel phase difference information in time-frequency points with low interchannel coherence). However, the time-frequency models of the sources could possibly provide better estimation of source azimuths since harmonicity and spectral envelope cues help summarizing the observed interchannel phase difference across time-frequency points.
